Curie transitions for attograms of ferroelectric polymers.
Polymer systems having one, two, or three dimensions on the nanometer length scale can exhibit physical properties different from the bulk. The degree of disorder characteristic for large amounts of matter is strongly reduced and changes in symmetry are imposed by means of geometrical confinement. This could be used to induce-through orientation and order-enhancement in the material properties. Experiments on extremely small amounts of matter, however, are naturally characterized by large fluctuations in the measured signals, especially in the case of polymer objects having three dimensions on the nanometer length scale. This imposes the necessity of repeating the measurements until a statistical distribution is obtained. Here we show that investigations on statistical ensembles of attograms of material (1 ag = 10(-18) g) are possible in a single experiment by employing highly ordered arrays of identical, independent, additive nanocontainers. Phase transitions corresponding to attograms of a ferroelectric polymer are measured by this approach. As compared to one- or two-dimensional confinement, significant changes in the Curie transitions are found.